Social sciences are the fields of
academic scholarship that
explore
aspects of human society. Social
Science commonly embraces areas in
anthropology,
archaeology,
economics,
geography,
history,
linguistics,
political
science,
international studies and psychology.

American Library Association (ALA) publishes books, periodicals, newsletters for library and information
professionals. ALA also provides continuing education in a variety of venues and formats; offer awards and
scholarships; sponsor institutes and conferences; and maintains networks of affiliates, chapters, and other
collaborative relationships.
Main Topic: Library and Information Science
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ANMOL has positioned itself as a credible name among readers all over the world. It is among the largest
book publishers in India with more than 6,000 titles including multi- volume works and encyclopedias in a
variety of subjects and disciplines.
Main Topic: Commerce and management, economics, hotel management and tourism, Women’s studies, laws, politics, public
administration and sociology, Education and psychology, home science, journalism and mass media, Philosophy, religion, culture,
history, General science, engineering, botany, zoology, chemistry, physics, mathematics, computer science, agricultural sciences and
environmental studies, Languages and literature, Library and information science, Geography and geology, anthropology, demography
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Humanities and Social Science

The Humanities and Social Sciences
eBook Collection from iG Publishing
includes titles from leading specialist
publishers and professional society
publishers. The subject scope includes
library
and
information
science,
mathematics, history and public policy.

Berghahn Books is an independent scholarly press publishing books and journals for libraries, researchers,
practitioners, and students in the social sciences and humanities. The Berghahn publishing programs are
widely recognized for the quality both of their lists and of the production of their books and journals. The
press has a strong transatlantic position and close links to continental Europe.
Main Topic: Anthropology, Cultural Studies, Film & Media, Geography, History and Mobility Studies
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Bloomsbury Publishing Bloomsbury Publishing is a leading independent publishing house, established in
1986, with authors who have won the Nobel, Pulitzer and Booker Prizes, and is the originating publisher
and custodian of the Harry Potter series.
Main Topic: Humanities and social sciences, performing and visual arts, and law
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Bristol University Press publishes world-class scholarship that advances theory, knowledge and learning,
within and beyond academia. To achieve this, we are actively seeking quality academic and professional
scholarship that questions the status quo, ignites debate and reframes ideas in a global context.
Main Topic: Politics and International Relations; Economics and Society; Environment and Sustainability; Human Geography;
International Development; Law; Business and Management; Criminology; Sociology.
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Columbia University Press (CUP) was founded in 1893 and is the fourth-oldest university press in the
United States. CUP currently publishes approximately 160 new titles every year
Main Topic: Animal Studies, Asian Politics and History, Business, Economics, Finance, Film and Media Studies, History, Literary Studies,
Middle Eastern Studies, Philosophy (Top Selling Subject Collection), Political Theory , Science Policy, U.S. History, Asian Literature,
Biological Sciences, Culinary History and Current Affairs, Environmental Sciences, International Affairs, Journalism,
New York City History, Paleontology, Religion, Social Work.

The Ingram Content Group was formed in 2009 , when Ingram Lightning Group merged with Ingram Digital
Group . The company has the industry ’ s largest active book inventory with access to 7 . 5 million titles.
Special Highlights : Ingram covers esteemed press houses like Harvard Business Review Press, Stanford University Press, Cornell
University Press, University of Pennsylvania Press, De Gruyter and many more.
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Edinburgh University Press was founded in the 1940s and became a wholly owned subsidiary of the
University of Edinburgh in 1992. Books and journals published by the Press carry the imprimatur of The
University of Edinburgh. All proposed publishing projects are appraised and approved by the Press
Committee, which consists of academics from the university. Since August 2004, the Press has had
Charitable Status.
Main Topic: humanities and social sciences
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Humanities and Social Science
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Hart Publishing is the largest independent academic law publisher in the UK. Hart’s list is international in
scope, and is distributed globally. With over 750 titles in print, including journals, textbooks, scholarly
monographs and works for practitioners, the list spans the entirety of legal scholarship. Hart books have
won numerous prizes for their contribution to legal studies.
Main Topic: Legal Studies
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Ingram Publisher Services UK is the new name for the company previously known as NBN International.
NBNi is a full service book distributor with almost 30 years of experience meeting publishers' needs. NBNi
understands that flexibility is important and offers tailored eBook solutions, with publishers able to select
from the NBNi Fusion services such as Fusion Trade, Fusion Direct and Data Services.
Main Topic: 100+ Independent UK, Europe & US Publisher - Art, Business & Economics, Education, History,
Language, Medical, Philosophy, Political Science, Science, Social Science
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Intersentia Ltd was originally founded as a subsidiary of Intersentia NV, established in 1997 by Hans
Kluwer and based in Mortsel (Belgium). Intersentia is a leading legal publishing house based in Cambridge,
UK.
Main Topic: Private and public law, as well as the criminal law of different jurisdictions, European Union law, comparative law,
international law and human rights. Besides publish academic, professional and educational monographs, and edited collections,
Intersentia also have a smaller number of titles dedicated to the fields of business, finance and accounting.
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LexisNexis Legal & Professional is a leading global provider of information and analytics that enable
professionals in legal, corporate, government and non-profit organizations to improve decision-making and
achieve better business outcomes. We’re a part of RELX Group, serving customers in more than 130
countries with 10,000 employees worldwide.
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Manchester University Press (MUP) is the third largest University Press in the U.K. Manchester University
Press distinctive brand is known globally for publishing excellent research in the humanities and social
sciences.
Main Topic: Art and Design, Cultural Studies, Economics, Film, TV and Media, History, International Law, Languages, Literature,
Politics, Sociology, Manchester Medieval Sources Online (Top Selling Subject Collection)
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National Book Network (NBN) is a dynamic, service-oriented sales, marketing, and distribution company
servicing North American and overseas publishers of commercial fiction and nonfiction books and audio
titles. National Book Network is a subsidiary of The Rowman & Littlefield Publishing Group, Inc., one of
North America's largest academic publishers.
Main Topic: 100+ Independent UK, Europe & US Publisher - Art, Business & Economics, Craft & Hobbies, Fiction,
History, Political Science, Religion, Self-Help
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Humanities and Social Science

Main Topic: Legal, Tax and Regulatory

John Benjamins Publishing Company is an independent, family-owned academic publisher headquartered
in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Founded over 50 years ago by John and Claire Benjamins, the company is
currently under the general management of their daughter Seline Benjamins.
Main Topic: Cognitive Science, Psychology, (Contemporary) Philosophy, Terminology, Information Design, Literary Studies and Art
History.
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Parkstone International, an international publishing house with an international focus offering high quality
fine art books in print and digital formats, with catalogue of more than 900 books converted to digital
formats, subjects ranging from fine arts (main focus), to history, photography, fashion, architecture,
religion and children subjects.
Main Topic: Fine Art - Painting, Photography, Architecture, Fashion and Religious art
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Princeton University Press (PUP) is an independent publisher with close connections, both formal and
informal, to Princeton University.
Main Topic: World History/Comparative History, Art and Architecture, Biochemistry, Physics, Biophysics, Comparative Literature, Earth
Sciences, Chemistry, Education, Astronomy and Cosmology, Countries Studies, Literature: Primary Works and Letters, Poetry, British
Literature, Mind, Body, Spirit, Philosophy, Sociology, Photography, Political Philosophy, Political Science and International Relations,
Psychology, Postcolonial Studies, Applied Science and Engineering, Biological Sciences, Cognitive Science, Mathematics,
Finance, Film Studies, Music, Religion, Law, Birds and Natural History, Archaeology and Ancient History, Classics,
Economics (Top Selling Subject Collection)
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Reaktion Books is an independent book publisher founded in 1985 in Edinburgh, Scotland, moved to
London in 1987, and has been located in Clerkenwell, UK since 1999. Reaktion’s founding aim was to
publish high-quality books on art, architecture and design.
Main Topic: Library and Information Science

Rowman & Littlefield is an independent press committed to an editorial mission increasingly sacrificed in a
publishing era marked by corporate takeovers and university budget constraints. With the freedom to
determine their own financial goals, Rowman & Littlefield devote their resources to cultivating superb
scholarship and innovative teaching in the academic disciplines they serve.
Main Topic: All of Humanities & Social Science such as Anthropology, Business & Economics, Communication, Criminal Justice,
Education, Foreign Languages, Health, History, Law, Museum Studies, Music, Philosophy, Politics Science, Religion, Sociology and
Urban Studies
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Stone Bridge Press was established in 1989 by Peter Goodman in Berkeley, California. It publishes widely
on Japan-related fiction, poetry, culture, anime & manga, guides on Japanese customs, culture, and
aesthetics. More recently, Stone Bridge broadened its subjects to more of Asian context, and publish
books on Korea and China as well.
Main Topic: Language, business, literature, manga, design, and culture.
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Humanities and Social Science
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The World Bank Group conducts and publishes a large selection of research and knowledge products on a
broad range of social and economic development issues with a focus on emerging economies. World Bank
eLibrary is the World Bank’s official subscription-based publishing platform originally launched in 2003 and
completely re- designed in 2013.
Main Topic: Social Economics
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University of California Press (UC Press), one of the most distinguished university presses in the United
States, enriches lives around the world by advancing scholarship in the humanities, social sciences, and
natural sciences.
Main Topic: Main Topic: Art and Architecture, Autobiographies and Biographies, California and the West, Cinema and Performing Arts,
Classical Studies, Contemporary Social Issues, Cultural and Ethnic Studies, Food and Wine, Health and Medicine, Literary Studies, Music,
Philosophy, Poetry, Reference, Religion, Science and Social Sciences, History (Top Selling Subject Collection)
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The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) is the United Nations agency responsible for the promotion of
responsible, sustainable and universally accessible tourism. UNWTO generates market knowledge,
promotes competitive and sustainable tourism policies and instruments, fosters tourism education and
training, and works to make tourism an effective tool for development through technical assistance
projects in over 100 countries around the world.
Main Topic: Business & Economics, Industries, Hospitality, Travel & Tourism

Humanities and Social Science
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